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why would anyone think jesus never existed isn t it perfectly reasonable to accept that he was a

real first century figure as it turns out no nailed sheds light on ten beloved christian myths and

with evidence gathered from historians across the theological spectrum shows how they point to

a jesus christ created solely through allegorical alchemy of hope and imagination a messiah

transformed from a purely literary theological construct into the familiar figure of jesus in short a

purely mythic christ could it be that mistaken beliefs about evangelism lead to a decrease in

getting it done ten modern evangelism myths recounts the most popular misconceptions about

evangelism followed by an easy to read response every christian who wants to share their faith

will find encouragement here to be bolder and more direct in their approach while still showing

love to those in their predicament of unbelief you ll be more effective because you will be clearer

about christianity and more clearly yourself when talking about it finally here is relief from the

confusion generated by gimmicks based and me centered approaches to evangelism table of

contents foreword rob ventura myth 1 theology doesn t matter when evangelizing myth 2 the

gospel isn t enough when evangelizing myth 3 evangelism is unsuccessful if no one is converted

myth 4 the lost should never be offended by our evangelism myth 5 there s only one right way to

evangelize myth 6 evangelism and apologetics are different myth 7 reformed christians don t

evangelize myth 8 hell should be left out of evangelism myth 9 only church leaders and

professionals should evangelize myth 10 the church is unimportant for evangelism historian of

christianity ken stewart is intent on setting the record straight about reformed theology he

identifies ten myths held by either or both calvinists and non calvinists and shows how they are

gross mischaracterizations of that theological stream certain of these persistent stereotypes that

defy historical research often present a tr did jesus exist in recent years there has been a

massive upsurge in public discussion of the view that jesus did not exist this view first found a

voice in the 19th century when christian views were no longer taken for granted some way into

the 20th century this school of thought was largely thought to have been utterly refuted by the

results of respectable critical scholarship from both secular and religious scholars now many

unprofessional scholars and bloggers mythicists are gaining an increasingly large following for a

view many think to be unsupportable it is starting to influence the academy more than that it is

starting to influence the views of the public about a crucial historical figure maurice casey one of

the most important historical jesus scholars of his generation takes the mythicists to task in this

landmark publication casey argues neither from a religious respective nor from that of a
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committed atheist rather he seeks to provide a clear view of what can be said about jesus and of

what can t christmas is a magical time for both the young and old for the young it is a time of

great magic and mystery adults enjoy seeing the wonder in a childs eyes and they cherish the

magic and the memories as we grow older christmas becomes more spiritual with good reason

now parents can share this spiritual mystery with their children when they are ready to fully

understand what christmas is truly about older generations can come to realize how synonymous

the words to their young were as they were trying to help them experience the magic of the

season these ten christian analogies of the christmas season can help all ages see this beautiful

season in a new light for many generations to come mack rejects depictions of jesus that have

emerged from the quest for the historical jesus peasant teacher revolutionary leader mystical

visionary or miracle working prophet on the grounds that they are based on a priori assumptions

about jesus and are therefore contradictory in addition he argues these portrayals are untrue to

the many images of jesus produced by the early christians using systematic analysis mack seeks

to describe and understand the cultural and anthropological influences on the conception and

adoption of christian myths and rituals fifty christian myths was written to address questions that

are very common to understanding basic christianity doctrine and of course some theology the

author is suggesting that you evaluate your christian etiquette belief or value system we all have

questions and good questions bring good answers better questions bring better answers superior

questions will yield superior answers so what is this book about basically in a spiritual nutshell

the size of our solar system i explain my central position of my faith in christ jesus i have

produced a serious in depth study of what i have compiled as my personal objective view of

sharing notes conversations and observations between many born again christians pastors and

lay leaders in the christendom my position is that we need to let the scriptures speak with the

power of the holy spirit without mixing human worldviews this will prevent us from creating a

composite half truth based on our personal view of human interpretation and understanding to

live the christian life god bless you for reading this exposé and i pray that the lord jesus christ will

become more defined in your walk with him to seek his truth dissecting 50 myths morris offers

clear christian instruction for a confused world christian about the book david fitzgerald s award

winning 2010 book nailed ten christian myths that show jesus never existed at all pointed out the

top ten fatal flaws of christianity s origin story now jesus mything in action presents the most

compelling new findings in jesus myth theory and critically examines its controversial reception by

biblical scholars the extent and reliability of our sources for jesus and reveals the surprising

history behind jesus evolution in this volume mything in action vol i chapters 1 12 looks at the

myths of jesus mythicism what it is and isn t what biblical scholars are saying about it and why

and examines our oldest biographical source for jesus the allegorical story we know as the
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gospel of mark the three treatises making up this volume stand for a process of inquiry which

began to take written form in the 1870s it set out with a certain scientific principle and a certain

historical purpose the principle being that christian origins should be studied with constant

precaution against the common assumption that all myths of action and doctrine must be mere

accretions round the biography of a great teacher broadly figured by the gospel jesus while the

practical purpose was to exhibit the rise of christianity sociologically considered to that end thr

author was prepared to assume a primitive cult arising in memory of a teacher with twelve

disciples but the first independent explorations the first rigorous attempts to identify the first

jesuists led to a series of fresh exposures of myth jesus of nazareth turned out to be a

compound of an already composite gospel jesus an interposed jesus the nazarite and a

superimposed jesus born at nazareth and none of the three aspects equated with the primary

jesus of paul each in turn was in paul s words another jesus whom we have not preached and

the twelve apostles were demonstrably mythical the ten original lectures by gerald massey are

presented here complete together they offer the reader profound and detailed accounts of

ancient egypt early christian myths and gnosticism although never a major figure in the scholarly

establishment gerald massey was a prolific author who spent his many years studying ancient

egyptian history society and hieroglyphics struck by what he perceived to be similarities between

ancient egyptian mythological lore and the writings of christianity massey authored these lectures

as part of his attempts to draw comparisons the resulting lectures were delivered in london in the

late 19th century in them massey notes numerous similarities between the new testament

gospels and the book of horus the incidence of wise men healing of the sick resurrection and the

symbol of the cross occur in the earlier egyptian texts today christianity is steeped in mythology

and christians are unwittingly headed towards hell instead of heaven they are far away from god

and his word how would you answer these three questions 1 do you pray to jesus 2 do you

worship jesus 3 do you give all the glory to jesus if you ve answered yes to even one you do not

know god his only human begotten son or his word many christians have been programmed with

mythology as explained in 2 timothy and 2 thessalonians however jesus taught 1 pray to god the

father matthew 6 6 2 worship only god the father matthew 4 10 3 that he comes in his father s

glory mark 8 38 inside volume ii god does not change you ll learn that jesus did not change god

you ll learn why the trinity and salvation doctrines are false and lead christians to hell you ll also

learn the true gift of jesus and that the holy bible is actually a book mainly about god and not

jesus let scripture educate your heart volume ii of a four volume set that deals with faith

prophecy and christology over 1367 scriptures are cited and there are 238 illustrations tables lists

in the entire four volume set in this delightfully personal and practical book respected bible

teacher larry osborne confronts ten widely held beliefs that are both dumb and dangerous people
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don t set out to build their faith upon myths and spiritual urban legends but somehow such

falsehoods keep showing up in the way that many christians think about life and god these goofy

ideas and beliefs are assumed by millions to be rock solid truth until life proves they re not the

sad result is often a spiritual disaster confusion feelings of betrayal a distrust of scripture loss of

faith anger toward both the church and god but it doesn t have to be so respected bible teacher

larry osborne confronts ten widely held beliefs that are both dumb and dangerous including faith

can fix anything god brings good luck forgiving means forgetting everything happens for a reason

a godly home guarantees good kids get ready to be shocked relieved and inspired in the pages

of ten dumb things smart christians believe because the truth is meant to set us free not hurt us

that christianity as to day presented by the orthodox is far different from the christianity

promulgated by the early fathers few are so blinded as to doubt christianity like all other religions

came not into the world full grown but from the simple conceptions of its early followers became

gradually elaborated by the introduction of pagan forms and customs until it supplanted its early

rivals and gave its adherents a compact and solid theology not very different from that of its

predecessors however before considering the genealogy of christianity or its heirlooms from

paganism let us turn our attention to what were presumably the beginnings of the religious views

of mankind probably the true source of that human characteristic which is defined as the religious

instinct and which is supposed to be an elevating and moral agent is to be found in the

superstition which originated in fear of the unknown the first ages of human life were so devoted

to the animal needs that little attention was given to anything else but later the craving for

protection and help from some power greater than himself led primitive man to look about him for

something to sustain and aid him in his struggle for existence surrounded by natural phenomena

of which he could give no explanation satisfactory to his experience he came to the conclusion

that he was in an environment permeated with bodiless intelligences who governed these matters

by supernatural power awed to fear by the inexplicable workings of nature he sought to propitiate

the spiritual agencies by bribes and he did all things for them which he thought would be

agreeable to them to keep them in good natured interest or indifference toward him and naturally

he considered that what would be pleasing to himself would be pleasing to them therefore his

offerings and his conduct towards these spirits were such as he would have desired shown

toward himself death and its imitation sleep being the greatest mysteries confronting him he

naturally began to consider the spirits of the dead with whom he seemed to have intercourse in

his dreams as being influential factors in his career and thus originated ancestor worship with its

highly developed rites and sacrifices which in a modified form still exists in the roman church in

the practice of reading masses for the souls of the dead at the same time noticing the great

benefits derived from the warmth of the sun to whose rays he owed his subsistence and whose
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glorious and awful presence was constantly before him man began to feel grateful to that mighty

power which was the source of all his welfare and appreciating that all terrestrial life depended

upon it he came to recognize it as the great creative power popular apologist corrects the record

on what christianity is all about the christianity our culture rejects may not be true christianity at

all so many people today believe they have to be good to be accepted by god or that the bible is

just a list of do s and don ts or that god is far away and unapproachable instead of providing

proofs about god and the bible in this book alex provides a reason to want to know jesus by

sharing his own story of the loneliness and alienation of his youth alex taps in to universal fears

of rejection and loneliness we all seek acceptance and purpose and there s only one solution

learn how to be anchored in the truth and security that comes through christ from its beginnings

in the bible christian hymnology has fulfilled three functions praise recital and teaching of the

myth and collective and personal adoration as well as the foundation and worship of the church

in hymns and the christian myth lionel adey demonstrates that over the centuries shifts

emphasizing particular elements of the christian faith accord with the interests and concerns of

the times in which the hymns were composed this book is the culmination of a lifelong scholarly

inquiry into christian history religion as a social institution and the role of myth in the history of

religions mack shows that religions are essentially mythological and that christianity in particular

has been an ever changing mythological engine of social formation from roman times to its

distinct american expression in our time the author traces the cultural influence of the christian

myth that has persisted for sixteen hundred years but now should be much less consequential in

our social and cultural life since it runs counter to our democratic ideals we stand at a critical

impasse badly splintered by conflicting groups pursuing their own social interests a binding

common myth needs to be established by renewing a truly cohesive national and international

story rooted in our democratic and egalitarian origins committed to freedom equality and vital

human values according to karen ehman popular author and speaker with proverbs 31 ministries

and ruth schwenk it s time to stop the mommy wars today s wives and mothers have been

hoodwinked convinced that serving their family is a subservient and antiquated role because of

culture family friends or lack of biblical teaching many moms miss how valuable and powerful

their calling really is some have bought into the pressure to be supermom others have believed

the myth that they can do it all and do it perfectly this six session video based study dvd digital

video sold separately will encourage and inspire women to embrace their roles as mothers

wholeheartedly yet realistically whether they work outside the home have a home business or are

stay at home moms mothers will find a fresh new vision for an age old calling as they tackle the

challenges and embrace the blessings of motherhood sessions include build bridges not fences

when others mother differently mothering matters seeing the hard years as the heart years at the
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top of the tightrope when you try to do it all pressing the pause button taking your schedule from

racing to rest in armor of their own on revealing the picture god s painting raising children on

your knees when your child makes a bad choice designed for use with the hoodwinked video

study sold separately 歴史の歪曲と情報操作によって生み出されてきた 神話 すなわち虚偽にまみれた政治的プロパガン

ダの背景を読み解き論駁する moms have been hoodwinked tricked into believing lies that keep them

from not only enjoying motherhood but forging friendships with other moms who might tackle the

tasks of motherhood differently myths such as mothering is natural easy and instinctive cause

moms to feel like failures if they have questions or apprehensions in raising their kids operating

from the premise that the way i mother is the right and only way puts up fences between moms

instead of building bridges of encouragement between them lies such as i am my child s choices

tempt moms to mistakenly believe that if their child makes a wrong choice then they in turn must

be a bad mom in their encouraging we ve been there style karen ehman and ruth schwenk

enable mothers to identify the ten myths of motherhood our current culture perpetuates replace

the lies with the truth of what god says in the bible about mothering acquire practical tools to help

them form new and improved thought patterns and healthy behaviors forge healthy supportive

relationships with other moms of all ages and stages confidently embrace the calling of

motherhood as they care for their families in their own unique way a six session video bible study

for group or individual use is also available a myth busting journey through the twilight world of

fringe ideas and alternative facts is a secret and corrupt illuminati conspiring to control world

affairs and bring about a new world order was donald trump a victim of massive voter fraud is

elizabeth ii a shapeshifting reptilian alien who is doing all this plotting in hope and fear ronald h

fritze explores the fringe ideas and conspiracy theories people have turned to in order to make

sense of the world around them from myths about the knights templar and the ten lost tribes of

israel to nazis and the occult the protocols of zion and ufos as fritze reveals when conspiracy

theories myths and pseudo history dominate a society s thinking facts reality and truth fall by the

wayside moving beyond the christian myth takes the next step beyond sloat s first book on

spirituality a handbook for heretics he explores the roots of the christian faith tracing them back

to their pagan origins in ancient religions then one by one he analyzes the essential beliefs of

christianity showing how they cannot literally be true the various chapters contend that christianity

is a religious myth we don t need a savior the bible is not the word of god jesus is not god the

church is more political than spiritual the remainder of the book is filled with stories of mystical

experiences which demonstrate how the spirit world is an integral part of our daily lives these

topics include out of body experiences visions past life recalls after death communication angel

communication pre birth experiences and coincidence sloat argues that these stories reveal

spiritual truths which are not part of the traditional teachings of religion he asks the church to
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admit that its story is based on myth rather than literal truth he urges the church to incorporate

these experiences into its belief system and he concludes by presenting a vision of a future in

which people can worship god as the creator not of a religion based on the fear of hell but of a

spiritual kingdom founded on love light and hope this book will be an inspiration to all those who

are seeking something beyond the mythological teaching of the past about the author john w

sloat a former presbyterian minister served churches in pennsylvania and ohio for over 40 years

he holds a b a from denison university 1954 an m div from princeton seminary 1957 and a th m

from pittsburgh seminary 1977 previous books include lord make us one non fiction 1986 the

other half fiction 2001 memories of my misadventures fiction 2008 and a handbook for heretics

non fiction second edition 2009 several of his sermons have been included in pulpit digest a

national preaching journal he has been married to helen burdick sloat a psychiatric nurse for 56

years and they have three children eight grandchildren and four great grandchildren a pianist and

organist sloat also plays the french horn is a scratch model builder and leads spirituality groups if

you cannot comfortably say with confidence that jesus died for your sins and opens the door of

salvation for you or that you deny jesus then this book is for you so many christians take jesus

for granted and so many people do not understand his torment and the suffering he endured for

us we began a spiritual journey when we enter this world we have a natural body and a world full

of responsibilities to challenge us on our journey we are influenced by many outside sources and

personal interactions with our family members and friends ultimately we make the most important

decision of our life do we believe in god and accept jesus as our savior or do we reject god and

accept atheism when you analyze the facts of the life of jesus his loving teachings his horrible

suffering death and miraculous resurrection you come to understand he did it for you jesus is the

way the truth and the life his teaching brings light into your life jesus is the gateway to eternal

happiness when we leave this world atheism with its evil influence wants to drag you down and

have you reject god atheists are in total denial about god jesus supernatural experiences

something from nothing and the wisdom in the formation of this universe and mankind atheists

want you to believe you will simply rot in the ground and accept life with no future hope if you are

an atheist don t laugh at this thought and concern as a christian i care for you and your soul that

is certainly more than what the atheistic thinking has in mind for you atheism under the influence

of satan offers you nothing but the door way to eternal conscious separation from god this book

is a direct challenge to the thoughts and beliefs of the atheist i wrote this book with the hope it

just might stir the mind of a non believer then believing the holy spirit will do the rest confidence

is one thing that women need most today and holt attacks the false ideas that keep a woman

from experiencing confidence in god more than anything she restores a woman s esteem in god

and her trust in his ability to work especially where she is weakest it will also help her to stop the
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damage that comes from fear poor self image negative and critical voices and the myth that she

may not be spiritual enough this book tells the fascinating millennia long story of peoples around

the world who have claimed an israelite identity and history is there a god this question has

haunted our ancestors since time immemorial it still haunts billions of people today in every

corner of the earth however the god question has always been whose god religion is an

ingrained part of modern life it is pervasive in business politics and war but is religion necessary

for a civil society or is religion the linchpin of a divided society take a stroll through history to

determine if it is possible that any human conceived god ever existed then decide if a supreme

being is responsible for the physical psychological and spiritual worlds the truth shall set your

mind free at the heart of american studies is the idea of america itself here buck looks at the

religious significance of america by examining those religions that have attached some kind of

spiritual meaning to america the author explores how american protestantism and nine minority

faiths have projected america into the mainstream of world history by defining and by redefining

america s world role surveying the religious myths and visions of america of ten religions buck

shows how minority faiths have redefined america s sense of national purpose this book invites

serious reflection on what it means to be an american particularly from a religious perspective

religious myths of america are thought orienting narratives that serve as vehicles of spiritual and

social truths about the united states itself religious visions of america are action oriented agendas

that articulate the goals to which america should aspire and the role it should play in the

community of nations buck examines the distinctive perspectives held by ten religious traditions

that inform and expand on the notion of america and its place in the world he covers native

american protestant catholic jewish mormon christian identity black muslim islamic buddhist and

baha i beliefs and invites serious reflection on what it means to be an american particularly from

a religious perspective new testament expert ben witherington iii explores what the bible does

and doesn t say about money he clearly and concisely examines what jesus and his earliest

followers taught about wealth and poverty money and debt and tithing and sacrificial giving to

help readers understand the proper role of money in modern christian life at a time when money

issues are at the forefront of many people s concerns this is a book for church study groups

ministers church leaders students and all who are concerned about making sense of money in a

world of economic uncertainty america is widely regarded as the ultimate christian nation

religious language has always been at the forefront of american politics but this has increased

since the events of 9 11 myth and the christian nation presents a startling analysis of how and

why christianity and national identity have been woven together in recent american political

discourse drawing on examples of religious myth making across the ancient world myth and the

christian nation brings the weight of history to bear on america today a place where myth
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monotheism sovereignty and power can be harnessed together in the service of specific interests

the book invites readers to rethink the role of religion in the construction of social democracy and

to see america afresh this historical book six years in the making gets under the ecclesiastics

smoke andto the core of religion in general and the christian religion in particular using

historicalrecords it responds to the how who where what and when of religious dogma

anduncovers such taboo topics as can the holy bible be trusted why does the bible havefour

creations who was noah really was there a moses or was he fabricated fromlegendary characters

where did heaven and hell come from and how real is it whowas jesus really the son of god or

the illegitimate son of a roman soldier the holymother virgin or adulteress much more warning

this book is only for people whoreally want to know when demons walk the earth only the most

powerful witch can stop them detective inspector christian winter of the magical investigations

department has always taken pride in his immense magical abilities but his powers are put to the

ultimate test when he goes undercover to infiltrate a group of witches seeking to summon a

demon to christian s horror they succeed in conjuring a malevolent demon lord hellbent on

destroying the witches council and unleashing his demonic brethren on the world the demon s

shadow magic makes him nearly invincible and when he possesses christian s body the stakes

rise to terrifying heights with a demon wearing his face and time running out to stop the

apocalypse christian must rely on unlikely allies his long lost brother and his partner at the mid

who is harbouring secrets of her own they are the only ones standing between the demon and

the annihilation of witch kind christian must risk everything to save the world and his soul

crackling with suspense packed with pulse pounding action and thrilling magic the demon s

shadow is a bewitching urban fantasy thriller perfect for fans of jim butcher ben aaronovitch and

benedict jacka buy your copy now and join christian as he battles the demons without and within

long ago the ancestors of the greeks romans and hindus were one people living on the eurasian

steppes at the core of their religion was the shamanic trance a natural state but one in which

consciousness achieves a profound level of inner awareness over the course of millennia the

indo europeans divided and migrated into europe and the indian subcontinent the knowledge of

shamanic trance retreated from everyday awareness and was carried on in the form of myths

and distilled into spiritual practices most notably in the indian tradition of yoga j nigro sansonese

compares the myths of greece as well as those of the judeo christian tradition with the yogic

practices of india and concludes that myths are esoteric descriptions of what occurs within the

human body especially the human nervous system during trance in this light the myths provide a

detailed map of the shamanic state of consciousness that is our natural heritage this book carries

on from the works of carl jung and joseph campbell to show how the portrayal of consciousness

embodied in myth can be extended to a reappraisal of the laws of physics before they are
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descriptions of the world these laws like myths are descriptions of the human nervous system

this book presents one by one the different groups of black jews in western central eastern and

southern africa and the ways in which they have used and imagined their oral history and

traditional customs to construct a distinct jewish identity it explores the ways in which africans

have interacted with the ancient mythological sub strata of both western and african ideas of

judaism résumé de l éditeur analysis of christian symbolism showing how the pattern of christian

ritual developed from the events of the old and new testaments unusually accessible and useful

an eye opener to readers into the universality and importance of myth in human history and

culture william e paden chair department of religion university of vermont for as long as human

beings have had language they have had myths mythology is our earliest form of literary

expression and the foundation of all history and morality now in parallel myths classical scholar j

f bierlein gathers the key myths from all of the world s major traditions and reveals their common

themes images and meanings parallel myths introduces us to the star players in the world s

great myths not only the twelve olympians of greek mythology but the stern norse pantheon the

mysterious gods of india the egyptian ennead and the powerful deities of native americans the

chinese and the various cultures of africa and oceania juxtaposing the most potent stories and

symbols from each tradition bierlein explores the parallels in such key topics as creation myths

flood myths tales of love morality myths underworld myths and visions of the apocalypse drawing

on the work of joseph campbell mircea eliade carl jung karl jaspers claude lévi strauss and

others bierlein also contemplates what myths mean how to identify and interpret the parallels in

myths and how mythology has influenced twentieth century psychology philosophy anthropology

and literary studies a first class introduction to mythology written with great clarity and sensitivity

john g selby associate professor roanoke college an informative work of historical and

contemporary chinese myths including a useful collection of historical documents detailing myths

as they live and change in china today compiled from ancient and scattered texts and based on

revelatory new research handbook of chinese mythology is the most comprehensive english

language work on the subject ever written from an exclusively chinese perspective this work

focuses on the han chinese people but ranges across the full ethnic spectrum of ancient and

modern china showing how key myths endured and evolved over time a quick reference section

covers all major deities spirits and demigods as well as important places kunlun mountain

mythical animals and plants the crow with three feet fusang tree and appurtenances xirang a kind

of mythical soil bu si yao mythical medicine for long life no other work captures so well what

chinese mythology means to the people who lived and continue to live their lives by it
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Nailed: Ten Christian Myths That Show Jesus Never Existed at

All 2010-10-01

why would anyone think jesus never existed isn t it perfectly reasonable to accept that he was a

real first century figure as it turns out no nailed sheds light on ten beloved christian myths and

with evidence gathered from historians across the theological spectrum shows how they point to

a jesus christ created solely through allegorical alchemy of hope and imagination a messiah

transformed from a purely literary theological construct into the familiar figure of jesus in short a

purely mythic christ

Ten Modern Evangelism Myths 2021-04-24

could it be that mistaken beliefs about evangelism lead to a decrease in getting it done ten

modern evangelism myths recounts the most popular misconceptions about evangelism followed

by an easy to read response every christian who wants to share their faith will find

encouragement here to be bolder and more direct in their approach while still showing love to

those in their predicament of unbelief you ll be more effective because you will be clearer about

christianity and more clearly yourself when talking about it finally here is relief from the confusion

generated by gimmicks based and me centered approaches to evangelism table of contents

foreword rob ventura myth 1 theology doesn t matter when evangelizing myth 2 the gospel isn t

enough when evangelizing myth 3 evangelism is unsuccessful if no one is converted myth 4 the

lost should never be offended by our evangelism myth 5 there s only one right way to evangelize

myth 6 evangelism and apologetics are different myth 7 reformed christians don t evangelize

myth 8 hell should be left out of evangelism myth 9 only church leaders and professionals should

evangelize myth 10 the church is unimportant for evangelism

Ten Myths about Calvinism 2011-03-21

historian of christianity ken stewart is intent on setting the record straight about reformed theology

he identifies ten myths held by either or both calvinists and non calvinists and shows how they

are gross mischaracterizations of that theological stream certain of these persistent stereotypes

that defy historical research often present a tr

Ten Myths about Christianity 1991

did jesus exist in recent years there has been a massive upsurge in public discussion of the view

https://2021breastfeeding.mombaby.com.tw/
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that jesus did not exist this view first found a voice in the 19th century when christian views were

no longer taken for granted some way into the 20th century this school of thought was largely

thought to have been utterly refuted by the results of respectable critical scholarship from both

secular and religious scholars now many unprofessional scholars and bloggers mythicists are

gaining an increasingly large following for a view many think to be unsupportable it is starting to

influence the academy more than that it is starting to influence the views of the public about a

crucial historical figure maurice casey one of the most important historical jesus scholars of his

generation takes the mythicists to task in this landmark publication casey argues neither from a

religious respective nor from that of a committed atheist rather he seeks to provide a clear view

of what can be said about jesus and of what can t

Ten Myths about Christianity 1984

christmas is a magical time for both the young and old for the young it is a time of great magic

and mystery adults enjoy seeing the wonder in a childs eyes and they cherish the magic and the

memories as we grow older christmas becomes more spiritual with good reason now parents can

share this spiritual mystery with their children when they are ready to fully understand what

christmas is truly about older generations can come to realize how synonymous the words to

their young were as they were trying to help them experience the magic of the season these ten

christian analogies of the christmas season can help all ages see this beautiful season in a new

light for many generations to come

Jesus: Evidence and Argument or Mythicist Myths?

2014-01-16

mack rejects depictions of jesus that have emerged from the quest for the historical jesus

peasant teacher revolutionary leader mystical visionary or miracle working prophet on the

grounds that they are based on a priori assumptions about jesus and are therefore contradictory

in addition he argues these portrayals are untrue to the many images of jesus produced by the

early christians using systematic analysis mack seeks to describe and understand the cultural

and anthropological influences on the conception and adoption of christian myths and rituals

Cloudy Christmas Myths to Clear Heavenly Beliefs 2012-06-20

fifty christian myths was written to address questions that are very common to understanding

basic christianity doctrine and of course some theology the author is suggesting that you
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evaluate your christian etiquette belief or value system we all have questions and good questions

bring good answers better questions bring better answers superior questions will yield superior

answers so what is this book about basically in a spiritual nutshell the size of our solar system i

explain my central position of my faith in christ jesus i have produced a serious in depth study of

what i have compiled as my personal objective view of sharing notes conversations and

observations between many born again christians pastors and lay leaders in the christendom my

position is that we need to let the scriptures speak with the power of the holy spirit without mixing

human worldviews this will prevent us from creating a composite half truth based on our personal

view of human interpretation and understanding to live the christian life god bless you for reading

this exposé and i pray that the lord jesus christ will become more defined in your walk with him

to seek his truth

The Christian Myth 2001

dissecting 50 myths morris offers clear christian instruction for a confused world christian

Fifty Christian Myths 2016-08-08

about the book david fitzgerald s award winning 2010 book nailed ten christian myths that show

jesus never existed at all pointed out the top ten fatal flaws of christianity s origin story now jesus

mything in action presents the most compelling new findings in jesus myth theory and critically

examines its controversial reception by biblical scholars the extent and reliability of our sources

for jesus and reveals the surprising history behind jesus evolution in this volume mything in

action vol i chapters 1 12 looks at the myths of jesus mythicism what it is and isn t what biblical

scholars are saying about it and why and examines our oldest biographical source for jesus the

allegorical story we know as the gospel of mark

50 Christian Myths 2007-07-01

the three treatises making up this volume stand for a process of inquiry which began to take

written form in the 1870s it set out with a certain scientific principle and a certain historical

purpose the principle being that christian origins should be studied with constant precaution

against the common assumption that all myths of action and doctrine must be mere accretions

round the biography of a great teacher broadly figured by the gospel jesus while the practical

purpose was to exhibit the rise of christianity sociologically considered to that end thr author was

prepared to assume a primitive cult arising in memory of a teacher with twelve disciples but the

first independent explorations the first rigorous attempts to identify the first jesuists led to a series
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of fresh exposures of myth jesus of nazareth turned out to be a compound of an already

composite gospel jesus an interposed jesus the nazarite and a superimposed jesus born at

nazareth and none of the three aspects equated with the primary jesus of paul each in turn was

in paul s words another jesus whom we have not preached and the twelve apostles were

demonstrably mythical

Christian Mythology 1987

the ten original lectures by gerald massey are presented here complete together they offer the

reader profound and detailed accounts of ancient egypt early christian myths and gnosticism

although never a major figure in the scholarly establishment gerald massey was a prolific author

who spent his many years studying ancient egyptian history society and hieroglyphics struck by

what he perceived to be similarities between ancient egyptian mythological lore and the writings

of christianity massey authored these lectures as part of his attempts to draw comparisons the

resulting lectures were delivered in london in the late 19th century in them massey notes

numerous similarities between the new testament gospels and the book of horus the incidence of

wise men healing of the sick resurrection and the symbol of the cross occur in the earlier

egyptian texts

Jesus 2017-03-21

today christianity is steeped in mythology and christians are unwittingly headed towards hell

instead of heaven they are far away from god and his word how would you answer these three

questions 1 do you pray to jesus 2 do you worship jesus 3 do you give all the glory to jesus if

you ve answered yes to even one you do not know god his only human begotten son or his word

many christians have been programmed with mythology as explained in 2 timothy and 2

thessalonians however jesus taught 1 pray to god the father matthew 6 6 2 worship only god the

father matthew 4 10 3 that he comes in his father s glory mark 8 38 inside volume ii god does

not change you ll learn that jesus did not change god you ll learn why the trinity and salvation

doctrines are false and lead christians to hell you ll also learn the true gift of jesus and that the

holy bible is actually a book mainly about god and not jesus let scripture educate your heart

volume ii of a four volume set that deals with faith prophecy and christology over 1367 scriptures

are cited and there are 238 illustrations tables lists in the entire four volume set
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Christianity and Mythology 2023-01-10

in this delightfully personal and practical book respected bible teacher larry osborne confronts ten

widely held beliefs that are both dumb and dangerous people don t set out to build their faith

upon myths and spiritual urban legends but somehow such falsehoods keep showing up in the

way that many christians think about life and god these goofy ideas and beliefs are assumed by

millions to be rock solid truth until life proves they re not the sad result is often a spiritual disaster

confusion feelings of betrayal a distrust of scripture loss of faith anger toward both the church

and god but it doesn t have to be so respected bible teacher larry osborne confronts ten widely

held beliefs that are both dumb and dangerous including faith can fix anything god brings good

luck forgiving means forgetting everything happens for a reason a godly home guarantees good

kids get ready to be shocked relieved and inspired in the pages of ten dumb things smart

christians believe because the truth is meant to set us free not hurt us

Lectures: The Original Ten Lectures Upon Subjects of Egyptology,

Gnosticism, and Christian Mythology 2018-08-02

that christianity as to day presented by the orthodox is far different from the christianity

promulgated by the early fathers few are so blinded as to doubt christianity like all other religions

came not into the world full grown but from the simple conceptions of its early followers became

gradually elaborated by the introduction of pagan forms and customs until it supplanted its early

rivals and gave its adherents a compact and solid theology not very different from that of its

predecessors however before considering the genealogy of christianity or its heirlooms from

paganism let us turn our attention to what were presumably the beginnings of the religious views

of mankind probably the true source of that human characteristic which is defined as the religious

instinct and which is supposed to be an elevating and moral agent is to be found in the

superstition which originated in fear of the unknown the first ages of human life were so devoted

to the animal needs that little attention was given to anything else but later the craving for

protection and help from some power greater than himself led primitive man to look about him for

something to sustain and aid him in his struggle for existence surrounded by natural phenomena

of which he could give no explanation satisfactory to his experience he came to the conclusion

that he was in an environment permeated with bodiless intelligences who governed these matters

by supernatural power awed to fear by the inexplicable workings of nature he sought to propitiate

the spiritual agencies by bribes and he did all things for them which he thought would be

agreeable to them to keep them in good natured interest or indifference toward him and naturally
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he considered that what would be pleasing to himself would be pleasing to them therefore his

offerings and his conduct towards these spirits were such as he would have desired shown

toward himself death and its imitation sleep being the greatest mysteries confronting him he

naturally began to consider the spirits of the dead with whom he seemed to have intercourse in

his dreams as being influential factors in his career and thus originated ancestor worship with its

highly developed rites and sacrifices which in a modified form still exists in the roman church in

the practice of reading masses for the souls of the dead at the same time noticing the great

benefits derived from the warmth of the sun to whose rays he owed his subsistence and whose

glorious and awful presence was constantly before him man began to feel grateful to that mighty

power which was the source of all his welfare and appreciating that all terrestrial life depended

upon it he came to recognize it as the great creative power

Book of Edward Christian Mythology (Volume II: God Does Not

Change) 2005-06

popular apologist corrects the record on what christianity is all about the christianity our culture

rejects may not be true christianity at all so many people today believe they have to be good to

be accepted by god or that the bible is just a list of do s and don ts or that god is far away and

unapproachable instead of providing proofs about god and the bible in this book alex provides a

reason to want to know jesus by sharing his own story of the loneliness and alienation of his

youth alex taps in to universal fears of rejection and loneliness we all seek acceptance and

purpose and there s only one solution learn how to be anchored in the truth and security that

comes through christ

Ten Dumb Things Smart Christians Believe 2009-04-14

from its beginnings in the bible christian hymnology has fulfilled three functions praise recital and

teaching of the myth and collective and personal adoration as well as the foundation and worship

of the church in hymns and the christian myth lionel adey demonstrates that over the centuries

shifts emphasizing particular elements of the christian faith accord with the interests and

concerns of the times in which the hymns were composed

The Christian Mythology 2020-09-28

this book is the culmination of a lifelong scholarly inquiry into christian history religion as a social

institution and the role of myth in the history of religions mack shows that religions are essentially
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mythological and that christianity in particular has been an ever changing mythological engine of

social formation from roman times to its distinct american expression in our time the author

traces the cultural influence of the christian myth that has persisted for sixteen hundred years but

now should be much less consequential in our social and cultural life since it runs counter to our

democratic ideals we stand at a critical impasse badly splintered by conflicting groups pursuing

their own social interests a binding common myth needs to be established by renewing a truly

cohesive national and international story rooted in our democratic and egalitarian origins

committed to freedom equality and vital human values

The God You Thought You Knew 2015-09-29

according to karen ehman popular author and speaker with proverbs 31 ministries and ruth

schwenk it s time to stop the mommy wars today s wives and mothers have been hoodwinked

convinced that serving their family is a subservient and antiquated role because of culture family

friends or lack of biblical teaching many moms miss how valuable and powerful their calling really

is some have bought into the pressure to be supermom others have believed the myth that they

can do it all and do it perfectly this six session video based study dvd digital video sold

separately will encourage and inspire women to embrace their roles as mothers wholeheartedly

yet realistically whether they work outside the home have a home business or are stay at home

moms mothers will find a fresh new vision for an age old calling as they tackle the challenges

and embrace the blessings of motherhood sessions include build bridges not fences when others

mother differently mothering matters seeing the hard years as the heart years at the top of the

tightrope when you try to do it all pressing the pause button taking your schedule from racing to

rest in armor of their own on revealing the picture god s painting raising children on your knees

when your child makes a bad choice designed for use with the hoodwinked video study sold

separately

Hymns and the Christian Myth 2011-11-01

歴史の歪曲と情報操作によって生み出されてきた 神話 すなわち虚偽にまみれた政治的プロパガンダの背景を読み解き論駁する

The Rise and Fall of the Christian Myth 2017-02-07

moms have been hoodwinked tricked into believing lies that keep them from not only enjoying

motherhood but forging friendships with other moms who might tackle the tasks of motherhood

differently myths such as mothering is natural easy and instinctive cause moms to feel like

failures if they have questions or apprehensions in raising their kids operating from the premise
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that the way i mother is the right and only way puts up fences between moms instead of building

bridges of encouragement between them lies such as i am my child s choices tempt moms to

mistakenly believe that if their child makes a wrong choice then they in turn must be a bad mom

in their encouraging we ve been there style karen ehman and ruth schwenk enable mothers to

identify the ten myths of motherhood our current culture perpetuates replace the lies with the

truth of what god says in the bible about mothering acquire practical tools to help them form new

and improved thought patterns and healthy behaviors forge healthy supportive relationships with

other moms of all ages and stages confidently embrace the calling of motherhood as they care

for their families in their own unique way a six session video bible study for group or individual

use is also available

Hoodwinked Study Guide 2015-11-03

a myth busting journey through the twilight world of fringe ideas and alternative facts is a secret

and corrupt illuminati conspiring to control world affairs and bring about a new world order was

donald trump a victim of massive voter fraud is elizabeth ii a shapeshifting reptilian alien who is

doing all this plotting in hope and fear ronald h fritze explores the fringe ideas and conspiracy

theories people have turned to in order to make sense of the world around them from myths

about the knights templar and the ten lost tribes of israel to nazis and the occult the protocols of

zion and ufos as fritze reveals when conspiracy theories myths and pseudo history dominate a

society s thinking facts reality and truth fall by the wayside

イスラエルに関する十の神話 2018-11

moving beyond the christian myth takes the next step beyond sloat s first book on spirituality a

handbook for heretics he explores the roots of the christian faith tracing them back to their pagan

origins in ancient religions then one by one he analyzes the essential beliefs of christianity

showing how they cannot literally be true the various chapters contend that christianity is a

religious myth we don t need a savior the bible is not the word of god jesus is not god the church

is more political than spiritual the remainder of the book is filled with stories of mystical

experiences which demonstrate how the spirit world is an integral part of our daily lives these

topics include out of body experiences visions past life recalls after death communication angel

communication pre birth experiences and coincidence sloat argues that these stories reveal

spiritual truths which are not part of the traditional teachings of religion he asks the church to

admit that its story is based on myth rather than literal truth he urges the church to incorporate

these experiences into its belief system and he concludes by presenting a vision of a future in
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which people can worship god as the creator not of a religion based on the fear of hell but of a

spiritual kingdom founded on love light and hope this book will be an inspiration to all those who

are seeking something beyond the mythological teaching of the past about the author john w

sloat a former presbyterian minister served churches in pennsylvania and ohio for over 40 years

he holds a b a from denison university 1954 an m div from princeton seminary 1957 and a th m

from pittsburgh seminary 1977 previous books include lord make us one non fiction 1986 the

other half fiction 2001 memories of my misadventures fiction 2008 and a handbook for heretics

non fiction second edition 2009 several of his sermons have been included in pulpit digest a

national preaching journal he has been married to helen burdick sloat a psychiatric nurse for 56

years and they have three children eight grandchildren and four great grandchildren a pianist and

organist sloat also plays the french horn is a scratch model builder and leads spirituality groups

Hoodwinked 2015-11-03

if you cannot comfortably say with confidence that jesus died for your sins and opens the door of

salvation for you or that you deny jesus then this book is for you so many christians take jesus

for granted and so many people do not understand his torment and the suffering he endured for

us we began a spiritual journey when we enter this world we have a natural body and a world full

of responsibilities to challenge us on our journey we are influenced by many outside sources and

personal interactions with our family members and friends ultimately we make the most important

decision of our life do we believe in god and accept jesus as our savior or do we reject god and

accept atheism when you analyze the facts of the life of jesus his loving teachings his horrible

suffering death and miraculous resurrection you come to understand he did it for you jesus is the

way the truth and the life his teaching brings light into your life jesus is the gateway to eternal

happiness when we leave this world atheism with its evil influence wants to drag you down and

have you reject god atheists are in total denial about god jesus supernatural experiences

something from nothing and the wisdom in the formation of this universe and mankind atheists

want you to believe you will simply rot in the ground and accept life with no future hope if you are

an atheist don t laugh at this thought and concern as a christian i care for you and your soul that

is certainly more than what the atheistic thinking has in mind for you atheism under the influence

of satan offers you nothing but the door way to eternal conscious separation from god this book

is a direct challenge to the thoughts and beliefs of the atheist i wrote this book with the hope it

just might stir the mind of a non believer then believing the holy spirit will do the rest
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Hope and Fear 2022-04-18

confidence is one thing that women need most today and holt attacks the false ideas that keep a

woman from experiencing confidence in god more than anything she restores a woman s esteem

in god and her trust in his ability to work especially where she is weakest it will also help her to

stop the damage that comes from fear poor self image negative and critical voices and the myth

that she may not be spiritual enough

Moving Beyond the Christian Myth 2011-12-05

this book tells the fascinating millennia long story of peoples around the world who have claimed

an israelite identity and history

Jesus Is the Way, Truth, Life 2020-08-19

is there a god this question has haunted our ancestors since time immemorial it still haunts

billions of people today in every corner of the earth however the god question has always been

whose god religion is an ingrained part of modern life it is pervasive in business politics and war

but is religion necessary for a civil society or is religion the linchpin of a divided society take a

stroll through history to determine if it is possible that any human conceived god ever existed

then decide if a supreme being is responsible for the physical psychological and spiritual worlds

the truth shall set your mind free

Ten Myths That Damage a Woman's Confidence 1995

at the heart of american studies is the idea of america itself here buck looks at the religious

significance of america by examining those religions that have attached some kind of spiritual

meaning to america the author explores how american protestantism and nine minority faiths

have projected america into the mainstream of world history by defining and by redefining

america s world role surveying the religious myths and visions of america of ten religions buck

shows how minority faiths have redefined america s sense of national purpose this book invites

serious reflection on what it means to be an american particularly from a religious perspective

religious myths of america are thought orienting narratives that serve as vehicles of spiritual and

social truths about the united states itself religious visions of america are action oriented agendas

that articulate the goals to which america should aspire and the role it should play in the

community of nations buck examines the distinctive perspectives held by ten religious traditions

that inform and expand on the notion of america and its place in the world he covers native
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american protestant catholic jewish mormon christian identity black muslim islamic buddhist and

baha i beliefs and invites serious reflection on what it means to be an american particularly from

a religious perspective

The Myth of the Twelve Tribes of Israel 2022-03-17

new testament expert ben witherington iii explores what the bible does and doesn t say about

money he clearly and concisely examines what jesus and his earliest followers taught about

wealth and poverty money and debt and tithing and sacrificial giving to help readers understand

the proper role of money in modern christian life at a time when money issues are at the

forefront of many people s concerns this is a book for church study groups ministers church

leaders students and all who are concerned about making sense of money in a world of

economic uncertainty

Is There a God? 2015-09-29

america is widely regarded as the ultimate christian nation religious language has always been at

the forefront of american politics but this has increased since the events of 9 11 myth and the

christian nation presents a startling analysis of how and why christianity and national identity

have been woven together in recent american political discourse drawing on examples of

religious myth making across the ancient world myth and the christian nation brings the weight of

history to bear on america today a place where myth monotheism sovereignty and power can be

harnessed together in the service of specific interests the book invites readers to rethink the role

of religion in the construction of social democracy and to see america afresh

Religious Myths and Visions of America 2009-04-30

this historical book six years in the making gets under the ecclesiastics smoke andto the core of

religion in general and the christian religion in particular using historicalrecords it responds to the

how who where what and when of religious dogma anduncovers such taboo topics as can the

holy bible be trusted why does the bible havefour creations who was noah really was there a

moses or was he fabricated fromlegendary characters where did heaven and hell come from and

how real is it whowas jesus really the son of god or the illegitimate son of a roman soldier the

holymother virgin or adulteress much more warning this book is only for people whoreally want to

know
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Jesus and Money 2011-08-19

when demons walk the earth only the most powerful witch can stop them detective inspector

christian winter of the magical investigations department has always taken pride in his immense

magical abilities but his powers are put to the ultimate test when he goes undercover to infiltrate

a group of witches seeking to summon a demon to christian s horror they succeed in conjuring a

malevolent demon lord hellbent on destroying the witches council and unleashing his demonic

brethren on the world the demon s shadow magic makes him nearly invincible and when he

possesses christian s body the stakes rise to terrifying heights with a demon wearing his face

and time running out to stop the apocalypse christian must rely on unlikely allies his long lost

brother and his partner at the mid who is harbouring secrets of her own they are the only ones

standing between the demon and the annihilation of witch kind christian must risk everything to

save the world and his soul crackling with suspense packed with pulse pounding action and

thrilling magic the demon s shadow is a bewitching urban fantasy thriller perfect for fans of jim

butcher ben aaronovitch and benedict jacka buy your copy now and join christian as he battles

the demons without and within

Myth and the Christian Nation 2014-12-18

long ago the ancestors of the greeks romans and hindus were one people living on the eurasian

steppes at the core of their religion was the shamanic trance a natural state but one in which

consciousness achieves a profound level of inner awareness over the course of millennia the

indo europeans divided and migrated into europe and the indian subcontinent the knowledge of

shamanic trance retreated from everyday awareness and was carried on in the form of myths

and distilled into spiritual practices most notably in the indian tradition of yoga j nigro sansonese

compares the myths of greece as well as those of the judeo christian tradition with the yogic

practices of india and concludes that myths are esoteric descriptions of what occurs within the

human body especially the human nervous system during trance in this light the myths provide a

detailed map of the shamanic state of consciousness that is our natural heritage this book carries

on from the works of carl jung and joseph campbell to show how the portrayal of consciousness

embodied in myth can be extended to a reappraisal of the laws of physics before they are

descriptions of the world these laws like myths are descriptions of the human nervous system

The Great Christian Myths 2008-09-12

this book presents one by one the different groups of black jews in western central eastern and
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southern africa and the ways in which they have used and imagined their oral history and

traditional customs to construct a distinct jewish identity it explores the ways in which africans

have interacted with the ancient mythological sub strata of both western and african ideas of

judaism résumé de l éditeur

The Demon's Shadow: An Urban Fantasy Thriller (Myth & Magic,

Book 3) 2022-05-02

analysis of christian symbolism showing how the pattern of christian ritual developed from the

events of the old and new testaments

Myth, History, and Faith 1991-08-01

unusually accessible and useful an eye opener to readers into the universality and importance of

myth in human history and culture william e paden chair department of religion university of

vermont for as long as human beings have had language they have had myths mythology is our

earliest form of literary expression and the foundation of all history and morality now in parallel

myths classical scholar j f bierlein gathers the key myths from all of the world s major traditions

and reveals their common themes images and meanings parallel myths introduces us to the star

players in the world s great myths not only the twelve olympians of greek mythology but the stern

norse pantheon the mysterious gods of india the egyptian ennead and the powerful deities of

native americans the chinese and the various cultures of africa and oceania juxtaposing the most

potent stories and symbols from each tradition bierlein explores the parallels in such key topics

as creation myths flood myths tales of love morality myths underworld myths and visions of the

apocalypse drawing on the work of joseph campbell mircea eliade carl jung karl jaspers claude

lévi strauss and others bierlein also contemplates what myths mean how to identify and interpret

the parallels in myths and how mythology has influenced twentieth century psychology philosophy

anthropology and literary studies a first class introduction to mythology written with great clarity

and sensitivity john g selby associate professor roanoke college

The Body of Myth 1994

an informative work of historical and contemporary chinese myths including a useful collection of

historical documents detailing myths as they live and change in china today compiled from

ancient and scattered texts and based on revelatory new research handbook of chinese

mythology is the most comprehensive english language work on the subject ever written from an
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exclusively chinese perspective this work focuses on the han chinese people but ranges across

the full ethnic spectrum of ancient and modern china showing how key myths endured and

evolved over time a quick reference section covers all major deities spirits and demigods as well

as important places kunlun mountain mythical animals and plants the crow with three feet fusang

tree and appurtenances xirang a kind of mythical soil bu si yao mythical medicine for long life no

other work captures so well what chinese mythology means to the people who lived and continue

to live their lives by it

The Black Jews of Africa 2008-06-05

Myth and Ritual in Christianity 1954

Parallel Myths 2010-06-16

Handbook of Chinese Mythology 2005-09-21
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